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Abstract

Automatic evaluation of text simplification is
important; but assessing its transformation into
simpler sentences can be challenging for var-
ious reasons. However, the most commonly
used metric in text simplification, SARI (Xu
et al., 2016), fails to capture the difficulty of
generating words that are not present in the ref-
erences, regardless of their meaning. We pro-
pose a new learnable evaluation metric that de-
composes and reconstructs sentences to simul-
taneously measure the similarity and difficulty
of sentences within a single system. Through
experiments, we confirm that it exhibits the
highest similarity in correlation with the hu-
man evaluation.

1 Introduction

Text simplification refers to the task of transform-
ing sentences into easily understandable sentences
while maintaining context (Saggion and Hirst,
2017). This is effective in various domains such
as education and biomedicine. In the biomedical
field, in particular, there is a need to simplify health
information which is often written in a complex
manner that is difficult for the general public to un-
derstand (Brach and Harris, 2021; van den Bercken
et al., 2019). However, it is challenging to evaluate
whether complex sentences have been simplified
successfully. This is because the process of convert-
ing a complex sentence into a simpler one involves
various operations such as information deletion,
paraphrasing, and insertion, while ensuring that
the semantic meaning remains equivalent. Thus,
most existing metrics (Kincaid et al., 1975; Pap-
ineni et al., 2002; Xu et al., 2016; Zhang* et al.,
2020) evaluate text simplification by separately as-
sessing how semantically similar the output is and

Figure 1: The score variations of metrics for sentences
generated by systems such as GPT-3.5 (Ouyang et al.,
2022), in comparison to a copy version of the reference.
"Widespread blood thickening issue" marked in bold is
a term simplified for "disseminated intravascular coag-
ulation," which means a severe condition where blood
clots form excessively in small blood vessels. Chang-
ing "thickening" to "clotting" or "coalescing", both of
which are not in the reference, do not affect the SARI
score. Also, "bleeding" which has the opposite meaning
of "clotting" results in the same outcome.

how effectively it has been simplified. Among
metrics commonly used in current systems, SARI
is the most popular. SARI measures the degree
of n-gram overlap and evaluates aspects such as
information preservation, deletion, and insertion.
However, it fails to capture word-level differences
when words that are not present in a reference are
generated (see Figure 1). Additionally, another
metric, BERTScore (Zhang* et al., 2020), also falls
short in evaluating sentence-level quality because
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it considers both complex and simplified sentences
to be semantically similar.

To address this issue, we introduce learnable
evaluation metrics. Our metric not only evaluates
whether the generated text is semantically flaw-
less but also comprehensively assesses the literacy
level of the text. To train our model, we lever-
age the first supervised metric, LENS (Maddela
et al., 2023), introduced along with the training
dataset SIMPEVALPAST. In this metric, we train
modules to evaluate the literacy level of the gener-
ated text, assessed its semantic similarity with the
original sentence, and compare it with references.
The experimental findings show an improvement
in performance over conventional systems.

2 Background

SARI measures the overlap between source sen-
tences, system output sentences, and reference sen-
tences based on n-grams. It considers three aspects:
how much information has been deleted (del), how
much new information has been added (add), and
how well existing information has been retained
(keep). However, a caveat may exist in this regard.
If the output sentence generates words that are not
present in the reference, they may not be detected
even though these words could potentially hinder
the quality of the sentence.

The LENS collected SIMPEVALPAST, which in-
cludes 12K human ratings of 2.4K simplifications
generated by 24 different systems applied to sen-
tences from TurkCorpus (Xu et al., 2016) for train-
ing LENS. They selected 100 challenging sen-
tences which were used in the training process of
the model from TurkCorpus and ASSET (Alva-
Manchego et al., 2020). ASSET provides 10 hu-
man references for each complex sentence. To
evaluate the performance of the model and other
simplification metrics, SIMPEVAL2022 comprising
1K human ratings of 360 simplifications generated
by human annotators and state-of-the-art models
was introduced. WIKI-DA (Alva-Manchego et al.,
2021) composes evaluations of 600 sentences gen-
erated by 6 different systems, assessing fluency,
preservation, and simplicity.

The effectiveness of learnable evaluation met-
rics has been demonstrated in machine translation
(Sellam et al., 2020; Rei et al., 2020). LENS, for
the first time, applies learnable evaluation to text
simplification. Their model encodes all text compo-

nents (input texts, system outputs, and references)
into RoBERTa (Liu et al., 2019) embeddings, com-
bines them, and feeds them into a feedforward net-
work to predict the scores. These scores are then
compared with human rating scores and the mean
squared error (MSE) loss is calculated.

3 Methods

In our model, we introduce context-aware and
literacy-aware layers to comprehensively assess
the similarity and complexity of sentences. As
shown in Figure 2, the context module evaluates
whether the system output sentence is generated
in a manner similar to the meaning of the input
and reference sentences. The literacy module as-
sesses the literacy level of the system output sen-
tences and learns whether the literacy level of the
system’s output sentence is easier than that of the
input sentence, or similar to the literacy level of
the reference sentence. To achieve this, the con-
text and literacy-aware modules have distinct loss
functions. Furthermore, we concatenate the vec-
tors extracted from these modules and calculate the
final loss function based on their differences from
the original vector.

Given a source text s, the corresponding system
output o and references R = {r1, r2, ..., rn}, our
model predicts the quality scores of system outputs
for each reference and selects the top k (k ≤ n)
scores in descending order. (s, o, ri) are encoded
by a Transformer-based encoder represented as em-
beddings (es, eo, er). In the following section,
two modules that fed into these embeddings are
described.

3.1 Context-Aware Module
The context-aware layer which is expected to per-
ceive context in each embedding feeds (es, eo, er)
to generate (eCs , eCo , eCr ).

eCs = W c
s es+bcs, e

C
o = W c

o eo+bco, e
C
r = W c

r er+bcr,

where W c
s ,W

c
o ,W

c
r ∈ RH×H′

and bcs, b
c
o, b

c
r ∈

RH′
. H is the embedding dimension of the en-

coder, H ′ is the hidden dimension, α represents the
cosine similarity loss, and α(u, v, n) generates a
loss based on the difference between the cosine sim-
ilarity of u and v, and the value of n (−1 ≤ n ≤ 1).

Lcnt = α(eCs , e
C
o , 1)+α(eCs , e

C
r , 1)+α(eCo , e

C
r , 1)

In this module, the embeddings of the three el-
ements are trained to be positioned closely in the
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Figure 2: The overall architecture of the model, which includes context-aware and literacy-aware layers to measure
these two aspects for text simplification. Embeddings passed through both modules are subjected to different loss
function techniques. The red lines in the figure signify that the interconnected vectors are trained to point in opposite
directions, while the green lines indicate that they are trained to point in the same direction. We aim to separate the
aspects in which the output sentence aligns with the other two sentences (contextual similarity) and the aspects in
which the source sentence differs from the other two sentences (literacy-level). These extracted vectors also reflect
the difference from the original embeddings passed through a transformer-based encoder as part of the loss.

vector space because their contexts are expected
to be similar. We compute the sum of the cosine
similarities for each embedding denoted by Lcnt.

3.2 Literacy-Aware Module
This layer operates in coordination with the context-
aware module by feeding it the same vector and
producing (eLs , eLo , eLr ) in a manner identical to that
of the module.

eLs = W l
ses+bls, e

L
o = W l

oeo+blo, e
L
r = W l

rer+blr,

where W l
s,W

l
o,W

l
r ∈ RH×H′

and bls, b
l
o, b

l
r ∈

RH′
.

Excluding the embeddings of the source sen-
tences, all the other sentence embeddings likely to
have a simple level of difficulty. Thus, we hope that
eLs and eLo indicate in different directions, similarly
for eLs and eLr , for which we assign n the value
−1 as target cosine similarity score. However, for
eLo and eLr , we wish them to have the same literacy
level embeddings; therefore, we assign a value of
1.

Llit = α(eLs , e
L
o ,−1)+α(eLs , e

L
r ,−1)+α(eLo , e

L
r , 1)

In both modules, we do not include the cosine
similarity between their own embeddings in the
loss function, because it is equal to 1.

3.3 Reconstruction Module
We introduce a new module that restores the embed-
dings passed through the context-aware module and
the embeddings passed through the literacy-aware
module to match the original embeddings. The

symbol [;] represents concatenation and it is used
to concatenate the embeddings that have passed
through the preceding two modules.

e
′
s = [eCs ; e

L
s ], e

′
o = [eCo ; e

L
o ], e

′
r = [eCr ; e

L
r ]

Afterwards, we reshape them to match the di-
mensions of the original vectors with (e

′
s,e

′
o,e

′
r)

being transformed into (e
′′
s ,e

′′
o ,e

′′
r ), respectively.

e
′′
s = Wse

′
s+bs, e

′′
o = Woe

′
o+bo, e

′′
r = Wre

′
r+br,

where Ws,Wo,Wr ∈ RH′×H and bs, bo, br ∈ RH .
We define Lrct by adding the difference with

the original vectors individually, and use the Mean
Squared Error (MSE) function for β.

Lrct = β(es, e
′′
s ) + β(eo, e

′′
o ) + β(er, e

′′
r )

3.4 Adaptable Score Based on Ratings
We implement a novel train method to establish
dependency on the rating scores of generated
sentences. We assign target cosine similarity scores
(CSt) at Llit differently based on how well the
generated sentences align with text simplification.
The similarity scores between s and o, as well
as between s and r, are equal, while the scores
between o and r are opposite of their scores. s and
r have opposing levels of literacy aspect. We aim
to assign CSt by separating the ratings of training
data into three parts, assuming it falls within the
range of −σ to σ as z-scores. We assign σ = 2.

First, if the real rating score x is greater
than or equal to σ, it refers that the model has
generated sentences effectively for an easy level
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SIMPEVAL2022 WIKI-DA
τdel ↑ τpara ↑ τspl ↑ τall ↑ Fluency↑ Meaning↑ Simplicity↑

FKGL -0.25 -0.556 -0.31 -0.356 0.054 0.145 0.001
BLEU 0.0 0.048 -0.054 -0.033 0.46 0.622 0.438
SARI 0.0 0.206 0.14 0.149 0.335 0.534 0.366
BERTScore -0.25 0.238 0.093 0.112 0.636 0.682 0.614
LENS -0.5 0.429 0.333 0.331 0.807 0.668 0.749
LENS† -0.5 0.27 0.24 0.228 0.781 0.681 0.723
OursE+R 0.0 0.206 0.31 0.283* 0.674 0.48 0.537
OursE+R+S 0.0 0.246 0.359* 0.328* 0.693 0.518 0.581

Table 1: We evaluate the SIMPEVAL2022 dataset and WIKI-DA using both conventional metrics and the existing
learnable evaluation metric. The dataset is annotated with deletions, paraphrases, and splittings based on how
system output is generated, and we apply Kendall’s Tau (τ ) coefficient for the three aspects as well as an overall
assessment. We present the Pearson correlation coefficients for WIKI-DA across three dimensions. The † indicates
the reimplementation of LENS, and although we follow the parameter settings disclosed in LENS, there is a
discrepancy of 0.103. The subscript E in our model denotes the results after passing through the two Extract
modules, while E +R represents the outcomes when Reconstruction is also performed. The subscript S denotes
the results using an adaptable score based on ratings. Except LENS, the best is marked in bold. The ∗ indicates a
statistically significant difference with that p-values less than 0.05.

of literacy. As s and o are considered to have
opposite difficulty levels, the cosine similarity
between eLs and eLo is trained to be −1. Second,
if x is lower than or equal to −σ, it refers that
the model do not perform effectively for an easy
level of it. Also, s and o have a similar level of
difficulty, CSt is assigned to 1. Finally, for ratings
falling within the range between σ and −σ, CSt is
assigned to −x

σ by mapping the range of ratings
for the generated sentences to the range of the
target cosine similarity scores.

CSt =





−1 if x ≥ σ

1 if x ≤ −σ

−x
σ otherwise

Given that the rating score x is greater
than the σ, we could regard the generated sen-
tences as having a similar and relatively easy level
compared to the reference. For example, if x = 3
and σ = 2, the cosine similarity scores between eLs
and eLo should be −1, while scores between eLo and
eLr should be 1.

3.5 Integration of Embeddings
We incorporate embedding Ev which passed
through the newly introduced modules based on
the embedding Eu used in the existing LENS.

Eu = [s; o; ri; o⊙ s; o⊙ ri; |o− s|; |o− ri|]

Ev = [eCs ; e
C
o ; e

C
r ; e

L
s ; e

L
o ; e

L
r ], E = [Eu;Ev]

The embedding E is subsequently input into a
feedforward network for the prediction of zi. The
MSE loss is calculated as Lfcn between zi and the
corresponding human ranking score. Finally, we
calculate the loss denoted as Ltot.

Ltot = Lcnt + Llit + Lrct + Lfcn

4 Experiments

4.1 Experimental Setup

We evaluate the proposed method using a text sim-
plification benchmark. We train the model using
the SIMPEVALPAST dataset and evaluate it using
on the SIMPEVAL2022 dataset, as detailed in Sec-
tion 2. The dataset is categorized into three types
for each system: deletions, paraphrases, and split-
tings. To assess the model’s performance, we em-
ploy Kendall’s Tau coefficient τ (−1 ≤ τ ≤ 1) as
the evaluation metric. For each complex sentence,
the trends in the human-rated and model-predicted
scores of the two systems are compared. If the
trends match, they are considered concordant; oth-
erwise, they are considered discordant. The tau
coefficient is calculated by dividing the difference
between the number of concordant and discordant
pairs by the sum of the concordant and discordant
pairs. For consistency, we utilize the training pa-
rameters provided with the dataset. For more de-
tails on the experimental setup, see Appendix A.
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4.2 Results
As shown in Table 1, the conventional non-
learnable metrics tend to have either negative or
small overall Kendall’s Tau values. Learnable
metrics, on the other hand, generally demonstrate
slightly improved performance, with especially
higher values in the splitting aspect compared to
the reimplementation of LENS. For the examples
of the results using OursE+R+S , see Appendix
B. In the WIKI-DA, Ours shows a decrease com-
pared to the reimplementation of LENS, but we
confirm that OursE+R+S exhibits an improvement
over OursE+R. For the SIMPEVAL2022, OursE+R

demonstrates an improvement of 0.055 compared
to the reimplemented LENS, while OursE+R+S

shows a 0.109 enhancement over OursE+R.

5 Conclusion

We have proposed a new decomposition-guided
learnable evaluation metric for text simplification,
an automatic metric capable of simultaneously eval-
uating semantic preservation and literacy levels in
text simplification tasks. We succeed in measuring
these two aspects separately, as they demonstrates
a higher correlation with human evaluations than
existing automatic metrics. This approach can be
extended to transfer tasks with binary classes and
holds promise for application to datasets with di-
verse literacy levels.

Limitations

The proposed system is primarily focused on the
sentence-level; but there is a need to extend it to
handle document-level data such as medical docu-
ments. In addition, we have only addressed binary
levels of simplicity, it is necessary to expand the
model to accommodate datasets that cover various
levels of granularity. Also, our research is limited
to English; therefore, research in other languages
should be conducted.
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A Experimental Details

We employed 20% of the SIMPEVALPAST dataset
for validation, with a value of k set to 3. Our batch
size was set at 2, and the hidden size of both the
two modules and the feedforward network was 384.
We applied a dropout rate of 0.5 and utilized a
learning rate of 3.1e-05, while the encoder learning
rate was set to 1.0e-05. In addition, we selected the
checkpoint with the lowest loss when training up
to 10 epochs. We train the model on two NVIDIA
GeForce RTX 3090 GPU, which takes around 1
hour 30 minutes.

B Additional Examples

Example1(Splitting):
Complex: In addition to farming, corbin has
expanded his business to include agritourism,
using his farm to host weddings, host corporate
meetings, and attract visitors to a large annual
christmas-themed display.
Reference: Corbin has expanded his farming
business to include agritourism. He uses his farm
to host weddings, corporate meetings, and a large
annual christmas-themed display.
System Output: Corbin’s business has grown
beyond farming to include agritourism. This
involves hosting weddings, corporate meetings,
and a big holiday celebration open to visitors.
LENS†: 59.51 Ours: 78.76 Human: 80.33

Example2(Splitting):
Complex: The film stars julie ledru as julia, a
young woman living in social housing who has
a poor relationship with her mother; passionate
about the sport of motocross, she tries to gain the
opportunity to participate in the sport by posing as

a buyer on shopping websites so that she can take
bikes out for test rides.
Reference: In this film, julie ledru acts as a young
woman named julia. Julia lives in social housing
and does not have a good relationship with her
mother. She loves the sport of motocross and
wants to find a way to take part in it. Hence, she
acts as a buyer on shopping websites so that she
can take bikes out for test rides.
System Output: Julie ledru portrays julia in
the film; julia lives in public housing and her
relationship with her mother is strained. She loves
motocross and will do whatever it takes to try it
out. to this end, she pretends to be a buyer on
shopping websites in order to take bikes out for
test rides.
LENS†: 54.74 Ours: 63.44 Human: 63.33

Example3(Paraphrase):
Complex: A morning consult poll in mid-
november 2022 found that only 28% of americans
supported having an impeachment investigation or
investigations into hunter biden’s business dealings
to be a top congressional priority, though it also
found more than half of self-identified republicans
supported it as a top congressional priority.
Reference: A poll found that only 28% of
americans supported having an impeachment
investigation into hunter biden, but it also found
half of republicans supported it.
System Output: In mid-november 2022, a
morning consult poll revealed that only 28% of
americans thought an impeachment investigation
or investigations into hunter biden’s business
dealings should be a major congressional focus,
but over half of republicans agreed it should be a
priority.
LENS†: 38.38 Ours: 43.08 Human: 84.33

Example4(Paraphrase):
Complex: On november 9, fetterman was
projected as the winner of the election by media
outlets.
Reference: On novermber 9, media outlets
predicted fetterman would win the us senate
election in pennsylvania.
System Output: On november 9, the media said
that fetterman was the winner of the election.
LENS†: 57.23 Ours: 40.49 Human: 66.67
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